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Aims
To explore the GCIP framework, specifically pattern, with an emphasis 
on problem solving and digital enhancements

To explore developmental stages

To identify the 3 main types of pattern

To identify picture books to support pattern

To identify the learning and next steps in an observation 
(Learning Stories)



Reflection
• What is pattern?

• Where do you see pattern?

• How do we experience pattern every day?

• What do you think is the key message that children need to 
get about pattern?

• What opportunities do you provide for pattern in your 
establishment?



What is pattern?

‘Pattern can be described as a systematic 
arrangement of numbers or shapes which 
follows a given rule.’ 

Smith and Price: (2012)

Mathematics in Early Years Education

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hoFhVdYsmPg


Everyday Experiences of Pattern

Daily Patterns:Daily Patterns:

• Night follows day

• Wash hands/snack/toilet/wash 
hands

• Baby feeding/change/sleep

• Days of the week 

Patterns in:Patterns in:

• Number names

• Songs/rhymes

• Symmetry 

• Word patterns – rhyme

• Marking making – lines

• Nature/built environment –
snowflakes, spiders web, plants, 
animals, windows, gates, fences

• Time – seasons, days, weeks

• Art – clothes, textiles

• Cultural – rangoli, festivals



Pattern in Nature 



Predictors of later achievement
Counting out a number from a group

Subitising

Numeral meanings

Relative number sizes

Predicting adding one/taking one

Number combinations

Spontaneously focusing on numerosity

Finger gnosis!

Pattern awareness

Spatial reasoning 

Dr Sue Gifford, 
Early Years Conference



Pattern and maths

‘Pattern permeates the maths curriculum’
Smith and Price: (2012)

Mathematics in Early Years Education



Glasgow Counts Framework



Pattern and Relationships
Early Level E’s and O’s

I have spotted and explored patterns in my own 
and the wider environment and can copy and 
continue these and create my own patterns. 

MTH 0-13a

Glasgow Counts 
Framework



Money

Handles money and recognises a few coins up to the 
value of £2 through play and in real life and relevant contexts

(using real and plastic money)

Identifies (names) 1p, 2p, 5p and 10p coins and pays the exact value for 
items to 10p e.g. if the price is 5p; can use a 5p coin to pay for it

Apply addition and subtraction skills
to money contexts.

Use 1p, 2p,5p and 10p coins 
to pay the exact value 

for items to 10p.

Time

Links daily routines and personal events to time sequences and 
begins to use appropriate language including before, after, later, earlier

Recognises and where appropriate engages with everyday devices 
used to measure or display time e.g. clocks, calendars, 

sand timers and visual timetables

Identifies (names) the days of the week in sequence

Recognises the months of the year and describes features of the four 
seasons in relevant contexts

Recognise, talk about and , where 
appropriate, engage with everyday devices 
used to measure or display time- including 

sand timers, clocks, calendars and visual 
timetables.

Use appropriate 
language when 
discussing time, 
including before, 

after, o’clock, hour 
hand and minute 

hand.

Read analogue 
and digital 

o’clock times 
(12 hour only)
and represent 
this to a digital 
display or clock 

face.
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Length
Shares relevant experiences in which measurements of lengths, heights, 

mass and capacities are used, for example, in baking and other 
meaningful contexts

Describes and compares common objects’ lengths, heights, mass and 
capacities using everyday language, including long/longer, 

short/shorter, tall/taller, heavy/heavier, light/lighter, more/less/same

Estimates, then measures, the length, height, mass and capacity of 
common objects using a range of appropriate non-standard units

Compare and describe lengths, heights, 
mass and capacities using everyday 

language , including longer, shorter, taller, 
heavier, lighter, more and less.

Estimate then measure the length, 
height, mass and capacity of familiar 
objects using a range of appropriate 

non-standard units.

Mass

Capacity

Patterns and 
Relationships

Copies, continues and creates simple patterns 
involving objects shapes and numbers.

Copies, continues and creates simple patterns involving 
objects, shapes and numbers.

Find missing numbers on a number line within the range 0-20.

Money & Measure Progression Pathways: Early LevelTracker 1 Tracker 2
Glasgow Counts 

Framework



Glasgow Counts 
Framework



Progression

1. Copy a pattern  

2. Continue a pattern

3. Create a pattern

Glasgow Counts 
Framework



Glasgow Counts 
Framework



Glasgow Counts 
Framework



Glasgow Counts 
Framework



Problem Solving



What everyday opportunities for 
problem solving, relating to pattern, 

can you think of?

Problem Solving



“Very young children are natural problem 
solvers. They learn to walk and talk by having a 
desire to attain their goal, by mimicking others, 
by trying things out, by making lots of mistakes 

and adjusting strategies accordingly, and by 
gradually gaining in confidence” 

www.nrich.co.uk: (2018)

Problem Solving

http://www.nrich.co.uk/


Opportunities come from:

• providing resources

• giving children responsibility within everyday 
routines and activities

• identifying issues for discussion                       
e.g. through maths storytelling

• spontaneous questioning during play             
e.g. “How can we make it big enough?”

Dr Sue Gifford

www.nrich.co.uk, 2018

Problem Solving

https://nrich.maths.org/11441


Digital Enhancements



Digital Enhancements
Digital Enhancements

www.topmarks.co.uk

http://www.topmarks.co.uk/




Digital Enhancements



Developmental Stages



Realising the Ambition

“The more practice a baby gets in recognising 
similarities and patterns in the world around 
them, the more competent they will become as 
brain connections increase quickly as they begin 
to make sense of their world.”

Education Scotland: (2020)
Realising the Ambition
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Developmental Stages



Realising the Ambition

Developmental Stages



Developmental Stages



Development Matters
Developmental Stages



Development Matters
Developmental Stages



Development Matters
Developmental Stages



Birth to 5 Matters
Developmental Stages



Birth to 5 Matters
Developmental Stages



Birth to 5 Matters
Developmental Stages



Birth to 5 Matters
Developmental Stages



Birth to 5 Matters
Developmental Stages



Birth to 5 Matters
Developmental Stages



Developmental Stages

Birth to 5 Matters



Understanding Pattern



3 main types of pattern 

Understanding Pattern

Repeating

Growing

Symmetrical



Repeating pattern 

Understanding Pattern

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YL2meXu3LA4&ab_channel=eriksonmath


Examples of repeating patterns

Understanding Pattern



Growing pattern

Understanding Pattern



Examples of growing patterns

Understanding Pattern



Symmetrical pattern 

Understanding Pattern



Examples of symmetrical patterns

Understanding Pattern



What do children need to know to 
understand pattern?

To make sense of the patterns children recognise 
they need to develop awareness and 

understanding of ‘next to’, ‘before’, ‘after’ and 
‘between’.

Understanding Pattern



What do children need to know to 
understand pattern?

Understanding Pattern

To understand 
pattern children 
need to be able to 
identify the 
similarities and 
differences between 
objects such as:

Colour – describe order

Shape – describe order

Size – compare objects/volume of sounds 

Texture – compare feel/appearance

Position – body movement/positioning, 
pegboards 

Quantity – order by quantity objects/body 
movements



"When we discover a pattern, we 
make a connection and recognise a 

structure or rule."
Robertson, J.: (2017)

Messy Maths

Understanding Pattern



What is the rule?

2,4,6,8,10,12

Add add 

Understanding Pattern

+2+2

red, blue - ABred, blue - AB



What is the rule?

Understanding Pattern

Leaf, conker, conker, leaf - ABBALeaf, conker, conker, leaf - ABBA



Exploring Pattern through Stories



Exploring Patterns with Stories

Exploring Pattern 
through Stories

What type of 
pattern could 

this book 
explore?

https://earlymath.erikson.edu/who-is-napping-primary-math-games-and-activities/


Exploring Pattern through Songs and 
Rhymes

Name that tune…

Exploring Pattern 
through Stories



What other stories, songs and rhymes 
can you think of which would lend 
themselves to exploring pattern?

Exploring Pattern 
through Stories



Exploring Pattern 
through Stories



Mathematical Book Talk
What mathematical concept do you want children to learn from the book 
experience?

What words will you define or ask children to define?

What mathematical key words will you introduce (maximum of 5)?

How will you introduce key mathematical vocabulary? What questions will you 
ask?

What statement/questions will you ask when reading aloud?

How will you build on children’s own experiences to help them enjoy and relate 
to the text?

Exploring Pattern 
through Stories

Explore the 
book at your 

table and 
consider how 
this could be 

used to 
explore 
pattern.

Explore the 
book at your 

table and 
consider how 
this could be 

used to 
explore 
pattern.



Learning Stories



Observations in action

In your groups:

• Read the learning story.

• Discuss and identify the learning.

• Discuss and identify possible next steps

Learning Stories



Progression

1. Copy a pattern  

2. Continue a pattern

3. Create a pattern

Glasgow Counts 
Framework



Learner 1 - 4 years 12 months 
(June of pre-school year)

Today, Learner 1, while you were building a tower you recognised the pattern 
in the blocks as red, yellow, blue, red, yellow, blue.  I asked you what would 
come next and you replied, “red, yellow, blue.”  I then made a tower using the 
pattern, red, red, yellow, yellow, blue, red, red, yellow, yellow, blue.  I asked 
you to continue my pattern and you placed the blocks

besides my tower to copy my pattern and then continued it.  You took a 

picture of your tower and my tower together.

You said you found it hard because there was 

2 red and 2 yellow.  

Learning Stories
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Notice and name the learning:
What learning do I think is happening here?
Today, Learner 1, you got involved with your friends playing with the cubes.  You 
took an interest in using the cubes to create a pattern and identified the repeat, 
red, yellow, blue.  You also managed to copy my pattern and kept trying when 
continuing the pattern by yourself even though you said it was hard, well done! 

Possibilities and opportunities:
What are the next steps?
We will continue to offer patterns for you to copy and make sure there are a lots 
of different materials for you to explore so you can create your own patterns. We 
will help and encourage you when copying more difficult patterns like the one 
today which used red, red, yellow, yellow, blue cubes.
(AABBC)

Learner 1 - 4 years 12 months 
(June of pre-school year)

Learning Stories



Learner 2 - 4 years 6 months 
(January of pre-school year)

This week, Learner 2, you made a bracelet for me using the beads and you 
told me that pattern was black, yellow, black, yellow.  You said that you would 
like more colours so that you could make a necklace.  You wanted to use all 
the colours for your necklace.  Once you had all the colours on you asked me 
to help you continue the pattern.  We talked about the pattern made by the 
colours and kept repeating this each time to find the next colour.

I suggested you could draw me a 

picture of your necklace and bracelet but you 

decided you didn’t want to.
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Learning Stories

Notice and name the learning:
What learning do I think is happening here?
Today, Learner 2, you were very focused on creating a necklace using the beads.  You 
proudly showed your necklace to me and told me about the pattern you created, ‘it’s 
black, yellow, black, yellow…’.  I helped you to continue a pattern you had created 
using the different coloured beads.  You looked closely at the pattern you had created 
and used this to help you answer the question, ‘what comes next?, well done! 

Possibilities and opportunities:
What are the next steps?
We will continue to make sure there are lots of loose parts for you to create your own 
pattern and have pictures of ready made patterns so that you can have a go at 
copying them.  You could  try to make patterns that have more than two colours or 
objects, we can help you.  We will continue to talk to you about patterns and help you 
spot them when we are indoors and outdoors.  Can you find any today?

Learner 2 - 4 years 6 months 
(January of pre-school year)



Assessment

“Regular observation of individual children, 
noting their use of language and how they 
create, continue and copy patterns, will give 
useful evidence of what children can do and 
what they understand.”

Montague-Smith et al; (2018)

Mathematics in Early Years Education

Learning Stories



Effective Interactions and 
Questioning

Learning Stories

What do you 
like about this 

pattern?

What do you 
like about this 

pattern?

Can you find 
another pattern 

with stripes?

Can you find 
another pattern 

with stripes?

What comes 
next / before / 
after?  How do 

you know?

What comes 
next / before / 
after?  How do 

you know?

Why did you 
put this one 

here?

Why did you 
put this one 

here?

Are the 
patterns the 

same?  
How are they 

different?

Are the 
patterns the 

same?  
How are they 

different?

Can you make a 
new/different 

pattern using…?

Can you make a 
new/different 

pattern using…?

Montague-Smith et al; (2018)
Mathematics in Early Years Education



Pattern Carousel



Have a go…
In groups, look at the resources on your table and discuss how you 
could use these to explore the pattern concept and provide a planned 
learning experience:

• Identify the learning intention and success criteria for your planned 
experience (remember to refer to the e and o and benchmarks (and 
frameworks) to support.

• Consider the developmental progression, how could you 
differentiate, providing challenge to some learners?

• Plan for quality interactions, what questions might you ask? What 
language will you use?

Pattern Carousel



I have spotted and explored patterns in my own and the wider 
environment and can copy and continue these and create my 
own patterns. 

MTH 0-13a

Benchmark statements:

• Copies, continues and creates simple patterns involving 
objects, shapes and numbers.

• Explores, recognises and continues simple number patterns. 

• Finds missing numbers on a number line within the range 0 -
20.

Pattern Carousel



Pattern Carousel

Pattern Carousel

Environmental 
pattern

Sound pattern Simon says

What you 
wearing 
today?

Block pattern

http://www.peepandthebigwideworld.com/en/kids/pathways/6/shapes-and-patterns/videos/228/pattern-play/




Patterns and Relationships
LPA Year 2

GIC Leaders of Early Learning 


